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Abstract

In most Middle Eastern jurisdictions, the applicable family law is determined based on the religious affiliation of the parties involved. Whereas Jordanian Islamic family law has last been reformed in 2001, 2010, and 2019, and the law that regulates the shari’ā courts has been amended several times since 1972, the family laws of Christian communities and the church courts have largely been exempted from this reform dynamic. Based on semi-structured interviews as well as the review of written sources, this article investigates why it is difficult to reform the church courts and even more difficult to reform the family laws of Christian communities, using the Greek Orthodox community in Jordan as a case study. I argue that conflicts within the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem and the fact that the jurisdiction of the patriarchate over family law transcends Jordanian state boundaries have made state-led reform challenging and presented obstacles for Jordanian Christians lobbying for change.
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In Middle Eastern jurisdictions, family law or personal status law (qānūn al-ahwāl al-shakhṣiyā) regulates practices like marriage, divorce, custody, guardianship, paternity, and often wills and intestate succession. In most Muslim-majority countries there is no unified family law that applies to the population as a whole; instead, family law is categorized in terms of religion. Thus, Christian and Muslim communities apply different laws.

In Jordan, the legal system is divided into religious, regular, and special courts. Family law is adjudicated by religious courts, which are divided into shari’ā courts and church courts. Shari’ā courts have jurisdiction over Muslim citizens in matters of family law, whereas different church courts adjudicate family law cases for their respective

---

1 In around one-third of all countries worldwide the applicable personal status law is determined based on the religious and sometimes the confessional affiliation of the parties involved. See Yüksel Sezgin, Human Rights under State-Enforced Religious Family Laws in Israel, Egypt, and India (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 3.
2 Succession law also is sometimes split along religious lines, as in Syria, whereas in other cases, like in Jordan, Egypt, and Palestine, Islamic inheritance law is applied to the entire population as a whole—i.e., including Christians as well.
4 See Article 104 of the Jordanian Constitution.
communities. The Jordanian government has recognized eleven Christian communities that have the right to establish their own church courts and to apply their own family laws. Since the 2000s, Islamic family law has been reformed three times, in 2001, 2010, and 2019. However, the personal status laws of Christian communities have largely been exempted from this reform dynamic. The Byzantine Family Code (Qanun al-ʾIʿila al-Bizanti) that the Greek Orthodox community applies has not been reformed at all since the creation of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan in 1946, and it is unclear when the last reform took place. This is despite the fact that Jordanian Christians have expressed the need for reform, criticizing their respective laws for being outdated and discriminatory and the church courts for being unaccountable.

The law that regulates the Jordanian shariʿa courts has been reformed several times since 1972. By contrast, the 2014 Law for Christian Councils (Qanun Majalis al-Tawāʿif al-Masihiyya), that is, the law that regulates the church courts, was the first major government-led reform of the church courts since the promulgation of the 1938 Law for the Councils of Non-Muslim Communities (Qanun Majalis al-Tawāʿif al-Diniyya Ghayr al-Muslima).

Why is it seemingly more difficult to reform the personal status laws of Christian communities and the church courts than Islamic family law and the shariʿa courts? Why do...
we observe changes, albeit limited, in the organization of the church courts, but do not observe changes made to the substantive law of Greek Orthodox Christians in Jordan?

The questions are of particular importance because systems in which different family laws apply to different groups in the population have been shown to be especially prone to gender inequality and to the absence of the rule of law, often with detrimental outcomes in particular for women and children born out of wedlock. Even though this is true both for Islamic personal status law and the personal status laws of Christian communities, little attention has been paid to the latter.

This article uses the regulation of family law in Jordan—where different bodies of family law apply to different religious and confessional groups—as a case study to investigate these questions. It mainly focuses on the Greek Orthodox (al-Rum al-Urthudhuks) community, the country’s oldest and largest Christian community. I argue that the reform of the personal status laws of Christian communities and the regulation of the church courts have been hampered because the jurisdiction of the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem over family law transcends the boundaries of the Jordanian state and because of conflicts within the patriarchate itself. This has made both advocacy efforts that aim to put pressure on the Greek Orthodox Patriarch to initiate reform and state-led reform more difficult.

First, the jurisdiction of the Jordanian state is limited because the church courts are both national and transnational organizations: church court structures and state boundaries do not match. Christian communities enjoy normative autonomy and can largely determine the norms of their respective family laws without state interference. These norms are, furthermore, adopted outside of the kingdom, in this case in Jerusalem. Thus, the state is not the lawmaker when it comes to the personal status laws of Christian communities, and moreover it has limited means to initiate or influence the reform of substantive family law.

Second, the lack of jurisdiction on the part of the Jordanian state when it comes to the reform of the personal status laws of Christian communities and the transnational character of the church courts also have made it more difficult for Christian Jordanians to lobby for change. Advocacy groups typically address their demands to the state, but in this case the state is not the lawmaker. Women’s groups in Jordan who lobby for the reform of the Islamic family law target the state and lobby within an established process centered on stakeholders, the government, and parliament, but no comparable structure or process exists for the reform of the personal status laws of Christian communities. Aggravating the situation are two factors: first, there are no established reform processes for the personal status laws of Christian communities. The Byzantine Family Code has not been reformed for a long period of time. To judicial practitioners it is often unclear what possible avenues for change could look like. To reform a law that is applied in Jordan, Palestine, and Israel, coordination between actors in all three territories is necessary. Second, the church is a hierarchical organization, and the clergy and the community are divided on the issue of reform. The church lacks internal democracy and is the site of an ongoing conflict between the upper echelon of


15 There are a few exceptions that focus mainly on Copts in Egypt and on Christian communities in Syria. For Egypt, see, for example, Monika Lindbekk, “Between the Power of the State and the Guardianship of the Church: Orthodox Copts Seeking Divorce,” in Eugen Ehrlich’s Sociology of Law, ed. Knut Papendorf, Stefan Machura, and Anne Hellum (Zurich: LIT Verlag, 2014), 179–208. For Syria, see Esther van Eijk, Family Law in Syria: Patriarchy, Pluralism and Personal Status Codes (London: I. B. Tauris, 2016).
the church, which is dominated by ethnic Greeks, and the lower-ranking Arab clergy and the Arab congregation about resources, political positioning, and representation.  

Third, the reform of the 2014 law was easier because, unlike in the case of the substantive laws of Christian communities, the state does have jurisdiction when it comes to the organization of the church courts, and there is an established process of reform that allowed actors to lobby for reform. Despite not affecting the substantive laws applied in the church courts, the 2014 reform—by demonstrating that change was indeed possible—encouraged women’s groups as well as legal practitioners, who began to organize and advocate for substantive family law reform. It remains to be seen whether this invigorated advocacy will manage to overcome the two aforementioned barriers that remain in place in the case of substantive law.

Triangulating different data sources and methods, this article is based on fifty semi-structured interviews that were conducted in Jordan during various fieldwork stays between September 2016 and October 2019. The interviews were conducted with lawyers who work in the church courts, church court judges, members of parliament, academics, and members of organizations that advocate for reform of the church courts and of the personal status laws applied by Christian communities. Field research also included participant observation of public events organized by actors who campaign for legal change and the examination of various written sources, including laws, administrative provisions, minutes of parliamentary debates, and statements prepared by civil society organizations.

State Law Pluralism, Jurisdiction, and Territory

The organization of family law in Jordan presents an example of “state law pluralism” that is sometimes referred to as “weak pluralism.” State law pluralism means that the state issues or recognizes different bodies of law for different religious or ethnic groups in the population. State law pluralism can, as is the case in Jordan, entail normative recognition, a situation where the state recognizes different bodies of law for different groups of the population; and institutional recognition, where the institutions of another law, the church courts, are incorporated into the structures of the state. Within that system, Christian communities enjoy a great degree of normative autonomy, which refers to communities’ ability to determine the norms of their respective family laws. They also, albeit to a lesser extent, enjoy institutional autonomy, meaning the right to determine how their courts are organized and function.

The churches, around which the communities recognized in Jordan are built, are organized according to patriarchates that transcend state boundaries. State law pluralism in

---

18 For a good analysis of this conflict see Anna Hager, “The Orthodox Issue in Jordan: The Struggle for an Arab and Orthodox Identity,” Studies in World Christianity 24, no. 3 (2018): 212–33. The Greek Orthodox Patriarchate has only three Arab bishops. These are Souhel Mahamre, Bishop Philoumenos (his Greek name), and Christophoros Hanna Kamal Atallah. See Anna Hager, “Die Christen in Jordanien nach 2011,” Ostkirchliche Studien 69, no. 1 (2020): 103–16.


20 Interviewees who can be easily identified by their position are cited by name. All others are referred to by position or occupation only.


Jordan results in a situation in which territory, jurisdiction, and sovereignty do not align in matters where family law is applied by Christian communities. This runs counter to Max Weber’s heuristic model of the state, according to which these three elements match. Departing from a European state model, the state for Weber is a political organization that claims authority over all people living in a given territory and not only over particular groups of people. It is a hierarchical organization that exercises a monopoly over lawmaking within its given territory. In a situation of state law pluralism, the state often concedes parts of its sovereignty. In the Jordanian case, it accords sovereignty to the different churches to operate their own courts and to determine their own norms. The conceding of parts of its sovereignty constitutes a sovereign act. In theory, the state could withdraw some or all of these concessions. In practice, once sovereignty has been ceded it is difficult to take it back.

The history of state law pluralism needs to be kept in mind here. During the 19th century, non-Muslim communities in the Ottoman Empire enjoyed a certain degree of legal autonomy. The Ottomans aimed to achieve greater state sovereignty when they issued the Ottoman Law of Family Rights (OLFR) in 1917, which organized the personal status of Muslims, Christians, and Jews. However, the British mandate authorities decided to apply the OLFR only to Muslims. The British institutionalized the church courts and thereby the normative and institutional autonomy of Christian communities in family law matters, considerably altering the modes of autonomy that had been in place under the Ottomans in the process. The institutionalization of the church courts also cemented the idea that religious authorities, in this case the clergy, should play an important role in the issuing and application of family law. Communal privileges were linked to a specific type of state law pluralism. Therefore, Christian clergy view changes in the religious court system with suspicion because changes in state law pluralism potentially mean a change in the community’s status. At the same time, legal reform was no longer a mere state affair but intervention in a religious minority issue that required approval by the clergy.

Today, it seems that a moment of systemic change is required to initiate a revocation of state-sanctioned normative and institutional autonomy. During moments of systemic change fundamental questions regarding the organization of the state and state-society relations can be renegotiated. The achievement of formal independence by former British and French colonies in the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s constituted such a moment of systemic change. In Egypt and Morocco, for example, religious courts were abolished after these countries achieved formal independence. However, without such a moment of systemic change, it is unlikely that states initiate reforms that fundamentally reorganize the legal system. The Jordanian state has little appetite to retake its sovereignty. Such an act would go against the leadership of all churches in Jordan and could, on the international level, be read as an attack on religious freedom. This is a particularly thorny issue as Jordan is dependent on economic aid from Western countries with populations that are in their majority Christian.
The way family law is institutionalized in Jordan means that there are several sovereign actors when it comes to jurisdiction in family law matters: the Jordanian state has jurisdiction in matters of Islamic family law over Muslim Jordanians, and the eleven officially recognized non-Muslim communities have jurisdiction over their community members. The Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem has jurisdiction over family law matters pertaining to Jordanian Greek Orthodox Christians. The patriarchate’s sovereignty, its “ecclesiastical sovereignty,” extends beyond Jordan’s state boundaries, encompassing the regulation of family law for Greek Orthodox Christians in Jordan, Israel, and Palestine. Ecclesiastical sovereignty is a form of legitimate authority. It means that the patriarch in Jerusalem, the head of the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate, has the authority to determine relatively independently the norms of the Byzantine Family Code which those countries that belong to the patriarchate apply. Hence, territory, sovereignty, and jurisdiction do not map onto one another in the case of the Byzantine Family Code.

Despite the state not having jurisdiction in matters of the Byzantine Family Code, jurisdiction and territory are often thought of together by Jordanian Christians who advocate for amendments to the Byzantine Family Code. The Weberian state is often the framework within which people conceive of legal reform and the organization of the church courts. Therefore, Christians who lobby for change sometimes address the state when they seek intervention in the area of family law, at times not fully realizing that the state is not the lawmaker when it comes to the Byzantine Family Code and, at other times, demanding that the state reclaim the sovereignty it has conceded. As Brian Z. Tamanaha states, “the fact that we have tended to view law as a monopoly of the state is a testimony to the success of the state-building project and the ideological views which supported it, a project which got underway in the late medieval period.” One result of the Weberian mindset is that state law pluralism is often perceived to be “profoundly defective” and unnatural, something that needs to be overcome by the parties subject to state law pluralism. In the Jordanian case, members of parliament saw the reform of the church courts in 2014 as a way to achieve Jordanian sovereignty, by nationalizing and Arabizing the church courts.

**Christians in Jordan**

In 1921 the British mandate of Transjordan was established. At that time about 10 percent of the population was Christian. Since then the number of Christians has decreased. However, there are no official Jordanian statistics that provide exact figures about the religious composition of Jordanian society. Based on census data and national representative surveys, the Pew Research Center estimated that the number of Christians in 2011 was around 140,000, which translates to 2.2 percent of the total population. Of these, 90,000 were assumed to be Orthodox, 30,000 Catholic, and 20,000 Protestant. In Israel the number of Orthodox Christians is estimated at 30,000, and in Palestine it is 50,000 Protestant. Thus, in 2011 roughly...
170,000 Christians were Greek Orthodox and under the jurisdiction of the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate that comprises Jordan, Israel, and Palestine.39

Despite their small numbers, Christians in Jordan play an important political and socio-economic role. A quota system reserves nine seats of the lower house of parliament for Christians.40 As an unofficial rule, every government has at least one Christian minister. Christians also are present in many key industries, including banks, business and trading, insurance, and car dealerships.41 The important role Christians play in the political and economic life of the kingdom accounts for the self-confidence of the community. In general, Christians emphasize that they see themselves as full Jordanian citizens and not as “a minority.”

The situation of Christians in Jordan also is shaped by regional developments, and in particular the wars in Syria and Iraq. After the so-called Islamic State conquered Mosul and the north of Iraq in 2014, 8,000 Iraqi Christians fled to Jordan. Jordan also has been in the focus of the Islamic State. In December 2017, for example, the Jordanian army prevented several attacks.42 In general, Christians in Jordan see the monarchy as a guarantor of their safety. The Jordanian monarchy has been carefully establishing itself as a counter-weight to religious extremism and a promoter of interreligious dialogue. In 2004 King Abdullah II issued the Amman Message (Risalat ’Amman), which called for religious tolerance and unity among Muslims.43 Jordanian Christians see the king as genuinely interested in preserving a plural religious society. The monarchy’s emphasis on religious tolerance also is motivated by two strategic considerations. Jordan uses its image as a bastion of religious tolerance to generate Western support. The dilemma Christians face is that the Jordanian state is a source of effective protection in an unsecure regional, and increasingly national, landscape, while it also is a source of legal discrimination, as the next section shows.

**Grievances and Demands for Reform**

Greek Orthodox Christians’ grievances are numerous. They concern legislation issued by the Jordanian government as well as laws issued by the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem. Greek Orthodox Christians share grievances with other Christian denominations with regard to discrimination by state law, although the laws of every Christian community vary slightly when it comes to provisions like divorce or custody. Denominational affiliation can thus be decisive when determining the rights attainable to women (and men).44 As in the Muslim case, discrimination affects Christian women and men differently, but in contrast to Muslims the source of Christians’ legal discrimination are the different churches as well as the state.

Grievances regarding state law concern several issues. Interreligious marriage is allowed only in one direction: a Muslim man may marry a non-Muslim Christian or Jewish woman, but a Muslim woman cannot enter a valid marriage with a non-Muslim man.45 Furthermore, conversion from Christianity to Islam is possible, but not vice versa, as this would constitute an act of apostasy. This rule has created intercommunity tensions, especially when...

---

39 The overwhelming majority of Orthodox Christians in Jordan, Israel, and Palestine are Greek Orthodox. However, the small number of Coptic Christians, Armenians, and Syriac Orthodox Christians also would be subsumed in the Orthodox category. Therefore the figure of 170,000 Greek Orthodox Christians is likely to be a little lower.


42 Ibid, 105.


conversion from Christianity to Islam is used to avoid application of the personal status laws of Christian communities. Adoption (tabannī) is allowed according to the various family laws of Christian communities, but Christians cannot apply their provisions as adoption is considered a violation of public policy. According to the Jordanian constitution, Islam is the religion of the state. Therefore, public policy is conceived of in relation to classical interpretations of Islamic law that do not allow for adoption.

With respect to the Byzantine Family Code, grievances concern numerous issues. A coalition built around the Amman chapter of the Young Women’s Christian Association (YWCA), which came to be a central actor regarding advocacy efforts for reform of the Byzantine Family Code, as will be explained, asked for an overall review of the personal status laws of Christian communities. The demands were summarized in a position paper that was distributed during a public event held at the YWCA’s offices in Amman on 30 March 2019.

The coalition asked that mechanisms be put in place to determine the amount of maintenance (nafaqa) to guarantee a decent life (ḥayāt karīma) for children in the case of parental separation or divorce. Currently, the court does not apply a system to assess the financial needs of children, which means that judgments regarding the awarded amount of maintenance vary greatly.

The custody provisions of the Byzantine Family Code are vague and unclear. The law stipulates that in the case of divorce, children stay with the innocent party. However, the law also stipulates that, as a rule, children stay with their father as he has guardianship over them. In exceptional cases because of their young age or because they need their mother’s care, children can stay with their mother until they reach the age of seven. The law further stipulates that the court assesses the circumstances and decides based on those circumstances where the children should stay. Using Islamic family law as a point of reference, the coalition asked that women have custody of their children until the age of fifteen, in accordance with the Islamic personal status law, to realize the best interests of the child (maṣlahat al-tifl). The coalition also asked that early marriage be declared illegal. Currently, the official legal marriage age according to the Byzantine Family Code is twelve for girls and fourteen for boys.

The position paper does not touch on many other grievances members of the YWCA, lawyers, and members of the community have articulated during interviews. The focus on child custody and maintenance as a starting point was a strategic choice. It is an issue many Christians can relate to, and it is seen as one of the “easier” issues to reform and could thus serve as a catalyst for change.

The Organization and Jurisdiction of the Church Courts

The following discussion demonstrates that church courts enjoy a greater degree of normative than institutional autonomy, which makes it easier for the state to

---

49 See Article 244 of the Byzantine Family Code.
50 Ibid., Article 243.
51 Ibid., Article 245.
52 According to the Islamic personal status law, women, as a rule, have custody over their children until the age of fifteen. At that age, children can decide whether they want to stay with their mother or father. See 2019 Islamic Personal Status Law, Article 173.
53 See Byzantine Family Code, Article 30, paragraph 2.
54 These include, among others, unequal access to divorce for men and women and the fact that women lose their right to maintenance if they are considered “disobedient” to their husbands.
regulate the jurisdiction and organization of church courts than to amend the substantive family law of Christian communities. This section applies to all church courts operating in Jordan, whereas the next section focuses specifically on the Greek Orthodox courts.

The legal system in Jordan is divided into regular courts (mahākim nizāmiyya), religious courts (mahākim diniyya), and special courts (mahākim khāṣṣa). Regular courts have jurisdiction over all people in regular and criminal matters (Article 102) whereas family law is adjudicated by religious courts, which are divided into shariʿa courts and courts of other religious communities (Article 104). Until 2014, the jurisdiction of the church courts in Jordan was regulated by the 1938 law for the councils of non-Muslim communities. The main elements of the 1938 law are outlined in the text that follows. The 1938 law regulated the status of all officially recognized Christian communities, and many aspects of the 1938 law were preserved in the 2014 law; the issuance of the 2014 law will be discussed in a later section.

Regarding normative autonomy, the 1938 law stipulated that non-Muslim religious communities have jurisdiction to adjudicate cases that arise between their members with respect to all issues relating to personal status law, the same way that shariʿa courts adjudicate such matters for Muslim citizens. The government thereby tried to balance the rights of the religious courts (church and shariʿa courts) in Jordan. However, inheritance was and remains exempted from the legal autonomy of the Christian communities, and Christian communities are obliged to apply national Islamic inheritance law. The normative autonomy of Christian communities can be restricted only as compelled by considerations of public policy (nizām al-ʿamm).

The 1938 law also regulates when the religious or regular courts have jurisdiction. It is clear that the 1938 law makes the regular courts the default courts. In cases of mixed marriages between a Christian and a Muslim, the regular courts have jurisdiction unless all of the concerned parties accept the jurisdiction of the shariʿa courts. Where the Christian community has no church court, members of that community fall under the jurisdiction of the regular courts. If the parties belong to more than one Christian community (for example Greek Orthodox and Roman Catholic), they can agree to have their case heard by either court. However, if the two parties cannot agree, then the regular courts have jurisdiction. In such cases the applicable law would be the law of the community that contracted the marriage. In Jordan, Islamic family law is never applied in cases in which both parties are Christian.

Regarding the organization of the courts, Article 3 of the 1938 law stipulated that the president and the members of the church courts are appointed and dismissed by a decision of the council of ministers after they are nominated by the spiritual leader of their community. The decision then must be confirmed by royal decree.

---

55 See Articles 99 and 2011 of the Jordanian Constitution.
56 See Article 5 of the 1938 law.
57 See Article 12 of the 1938 law. In Jordan, Egypt, Iraq, and Palestine Christian communities apply the national Islamic inheritance laws, whereas in other countries, such as Syria, Lebanon, and Iran, Christians enjoy normative autonomy in inheritance matters.
59 1938 law, Article 7.
60 Ibid., Article 9.
61 Ibid., Article 10.
62 The exception, as stated above, is inheritance. In Egypt, by contrast, in cases in which the parties belong to different confessional groups, Islamic family law is applied. See Nathalie Bernard-Maugiron, “Divorce and Remarriage of Orthodox Copts in Egypt: The 2008 State Council Ruling and the Amendment of the 1938 Personal Status Regulations,” Islamic Law and Society 18, no. 3–4 (2011): 359–60.
63 2014 law, Article 3.
king. Moreover, church courts also depend on the state for the enforcement of their judgments. The enforcement directorate (dāʾīrat al-tanfidh) enforces judgments issued by the regular courts as well as the church courts.64 Thus the institutional autonomy of church courts is limited when it comes to the staffing of their courts as well as the enforcement of their judgments.

The Jurisdiction of the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem

Greek Orthodox Christians in Jordan belong to the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem.65 The organization of the patriarchate showcases (a) the tensions experienced by church courts as both national and transnational organizations; (b) the great degree of ecclesiastical sovereignty the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate enjoys; and (c) the central role of the patriarch, currently Patriarch Theophilos III, in the organization of the church courts. The jurisdiction of the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem encompasses Israel, Jordan, and Palestine.66 In Jordan the Greek Orthodox courts are located in a building adjacent to the Greek Orthodox Church in Abdali, Amman.

The patriarchate is, among others, regulated by the Jordanian Law for the Holy Greek Orthodox Patriarchate (Qanun Batriyarkiya al-Rum al-Urthudhuks al-Muqaddasiyya) of 1958. However, the law is only selectively applied.67 During the 1948 war, Jordan had occupied the West Bank, including East Jerusalem. The West Bank was formally annexed by Jordan in 1950.68 Therefore, when the 1958 law was issued, East Jerusalem was under Jordanian jurisdiction. This remained the case until 1967, when Israel occupied East Jerusalem.69

The Law for the Holy Greek Orthodox Patriarchate regulates the appointment of the patriarch. According to Article 23, once a new patriarch is elected by the members of the Holy Synod, the Jordanian prime minister is notified and a royal decree is issued to confirm the election.70 Like the appointment of church court judges, the appointment of a patriarch needs to be formally sanctioned by the Jordanian government and the king, both of which tend to be mere formalities. Article 24 stipulates the conditions that a patriarch (muṭrān) and a bishop (usquf) have to meet. The patriarch as well as the bishops must have Jordanian nationality and know Arabic; further, they are required to be expert in terms of the “šarāʾīʿ of the Orthodox Church, its origins and its methods of implementation” (al-sharāʾīʿ al-kanasīyya al-Urthidhushiyya wa-usūlīḥā wa-turuq tanfūdhiḥā), three conditions that are often not met in practice.71 These conditions demonstrate the Jordanian government’s intent to nationalize and Arabize the patriarchate.

---

64 1938 law, Article 14; 2014 law, Article 22. This also is the case in Lebanon. See Morgan Clarke, Islam and Law in Lebanon: Sharia within and without the State (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2018), 49.
65 There are six Greek Orthodox courts of first instance in the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem. They are located in Akko, Jerusalem, Nazareth, Amman, Gaza, and Jaffa.
66 The dominion of the patriarchate also includes the Sinai Peninsula, with the exception of St. Catherine’s Monastery in the Sinai. See Itamar Katz and Ruth Kark, “The Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem and Its Congregation: Dissent over Real Estate,” International Journal of Middle East Studies 37, no. 4 (2005): 514.
71 See Article 24 of the 1958 law.
The Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem is an autocephalous (i.e., a self-governing) church. This means that the church can, for example, elect its own bishops, and it enjoys canonical independence. According to Article 345 of the Byzantine Family Code every patriarchate enjoys legal authority (quwwa qānūniyya), which means that every patriarchate can determine the family laws independently. Thus the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate, headed by the patriarch, enjoys “ecclesiastical sovereignty” and can determine the rules of the Byzantine Family Code autonomously.

All the Greek Orthodox courts within the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem apply the Byzantine Family Code. In the past, the church has not been responsive when members of the community have addressed the patriarch seeking family law reform. In a statement by the Arab Orthodox Clergy for Revival (al-Iklirus al-Urthudhuksi al-ʿArabi al-Nahdawi), which was signed at the Orthodox Club in Amman on 25 July 2014, members of the community called, among other things, for the drafting of a law to organize the church courts and for modernizing the personal status law. In his reprint of the Byzantine Family Code, Yaʿqub al-Far, a well-known Christian lawyer, explains that he (and others) have appealed to the Greek Orthodox patriarch in Jerusalem several times to amend the Byzantine Family Law, but that it seems the patriarch has no interest in doing so.

The patriarchate is organized hierarchically, with the patriarch enjoying extensive prerogatives. The Holy Synod of the patriarchate (Majmaʿ al-Batriyarkiya al-Muqaddas), the governing body of the patriarchate, is composed of the patriarch, who presides over it, the bishops, and the archimandrites of the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem. All eighteen members are appointed by the patriarch. The patriarch has the right to change any member of the Holy Synod if he considers this to be in the “interest” of the patriarchate, which is not further defined.

Regarding the organization of the church courts, Article 332 of the Byzantine Family Code stipulates that a church court of the patriarchate functions as a court of first instance (mahkama bidāʾiyya). According to Article 339, a church court is to comprise an archbishop who is a member of the Holy Synod and who is appointed by the Holy Synod as the president of the court. The patriarch, as the head of the Holy Synod, in this way plays an instrumental role in the appointment of all judges. The decision as to who gets appointed as judge is therefore made outside of Jordan.

The church courts, unlike the Jordanian shariʿa courts, are not publicly funded, instead being funded by the individual churches themselves. The salaries and pensions of all priests and church court judges in the patriarchate are paid by the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate.

Lawyers claim that the patriarch does not want church court judges to become state employees, as this would increase state control over the church courts.

---

72 Timothy Ware, The Orthodox Church (London: Penguin, 1997), 5.
75 Interview with Archbishop Christophoros Hanna Kamal Atallah, Archbishop of the Greek Orthodox Church (Amman, 29 October 2018).
76 1958 law, Article 4.
77 Ibid.
78 Article 7, paragraph c, of the 1958 law refers to the salaries and pensions of priests and does not specifically mention church court judges. However, as all church court judges also are priests, the same rules apply to them.
79 Interview with a lawyer who works in the church courts (Amman, 20 October 2018).
Article 333 of the Byzantine Family Code stipulates that the Holy Synod of the patriarchate adjudicates as an appeals court (mahkamat isti‘nāf) for decisions issued by the church courts of the patriarchate and also as a high court (mahkamat al-naqād). Therefore all the members of the appeals court and the high court are members of the Holy Synod who are directly appointed by the patriarch.

The Greek Orthodox Patriarchate also is the site of conflict between the Greek leadership and its lower-ranking Arab clergy and congregation.80 This conflict is multifaceted. Arab Christians are dissatisfaction with the lack of pastoral and spiritual care and have demanded that lay members of the community be able to benefit from the revenues of the patriarchate and be included in its administration.81 The struggle for these goals can be traced back to the 19th century.82

The lack of decision-making power of the lay community also affects family law reform. Lay (Arab) members of the community have very few ways to participate in the governance of the patriarchate and so cannot influence the development of the Byzantine Family Code from the inside. Members of the community particularly complain that the so-called mixed council (majlis mukhtalit) is not institutionalized.83 An activation of the mixed council would increase internal democracy in the church, that is, give more power to the Arab congregation at the expense of the Greek leadership.

Reforming the Church Courts

The Constitutional Reform of 2011

In 2011, in the wake of the Arab Spring protests, the Jordanian Constitution was amended in an effort to appease protestors asking for political and social reforms.84 A group of prominent Christian lawyers used the constitutional reform process to lobby for changes in the organization of the church courts and to push the Jordanian government to regulate the church courts more strongly, while at the same time expanding ecclesiastical sovereignty to include issues like adoption.85

As a result of their lobbying efforts, Article 109 of the Jordanian Constitution, which regulates the organization and jurisdiction of the church courts, was amended.86 The amended Article 109 stipulates for the first time that the appointment of judges to the church courts needs to be regulated, expanding the role of the Jordanian government in regulating the church courts. Its paragraph b also seems to undo the previous principle that the church courts and the shari‘a courts adjudicate the same personal status matters.

Article 109, paragraph a, in its previous form, stipulated that the councils of religious communities (majalis al-tawāfi‘ al-diniyya), the church courts, are established in conformity with the provisions of the laws that regulate them. These laws define the competence (ikhtiṣās) of the church courts regarding matters of personal status and charitable endowments (awqāf) which are established for the benefit of the respective community.
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According to Article 109, paragraph a, the matters of personal status of Christian communities are the same as the matters of personal status for Muslims who are under the jurisdiction of the shari’a courts. This means that issues, such as adoption, that are not regulated by the Islamic personal status law cannot be issues of personal status law for Christians, but paragraph b of the reformed Article 109 seems to call this approach into question.

The amended Article 109, paragraph b, stipulates that the church courts apply the provisions relating to personal status that are not considered provisions of personal status for Muslims under the jurisdiction of the shari’a courts provided that the legislation of the church courts regulates the procedures (usūl al-muhākamatā) used in front of the church courts. The amendment appears to contradict the first part of Article 109, which balances the jurisdiction of church and shari’a courts. The amended Article 109, paragraph b, implies that there are personal status matters specific to Christians.

This wording was the result of a conscious advocacy effort on the part of the Christian lawyers who were part of the reform commission that aimed to expand the jurisdiction of the church courts. One Christian lawyer stated that when the question was raised during the commission proceedings as to what personal status matters Christians have that Muslims do not have, he gave the example of baptism (ma’āmiyya) and consciously omitted the controversial issue of adoption.87 Christian lawyers think that the amendment will allow them to apply the adoption provisions of their family laws.88

Article 109, paragraph b, also forces the church courts to adopt procedural law. This provision primarily targeted the Greek Orthodox. The Greek Orthodox court does not have its own procedural law. According to the church court judges, the court applies the Jordanian civil procedures law (qanun usul al-muhakamat al-madaniyya). Lawyers commonly identify the selective application of the civil procedures law and the misfit of the civil procedures law for family law matters as one of the greatest challenges to their work.89 One lawyer stated: “The decisions are arbitrary. One priest [church court judge] traveled abroad for months to seek medical treatment but did not delegate the case to another judge. The authoritarianism of priests is a problem. They don’t give appointments. They are not bound by any law. This is an injustice towards Jordanian citizens.”90

The constitution stipulated that all laws remain in force until legislation was issued to implement the new constitutional provisions within a period of three years.91 Thus, the constitutional amendments of 2011 made the issuing of the 2014 law necessary. The constitutional changes introduced in 2011 forced reluctant state bodies to intervene to implement the constitution.

The Promulgation of the 2014 Law for Christian Councils

The 2014 law went through the ordinary legislative process in Jordan with known stakeholders, which made it easier for Christian lawyers to lobby for change. The same group of lawyers who had lobbied for a reform of the constitution also lobbied for a reform of the 1938 law for the councils of non-Muslim communities and was closely involved in drafting the 2014 law. Many of their suggestions were included in the 2014 law for Christian councils. This law replaced and annulled the 1938 law for the councils of non-Muslim communities.92 The law considerably increased the role of the state in regulating the church courts.

87 Observation of a Christian lawyer during a meeting about the personal status law of Christian communities at Saint Elias Greek Catholic Church in Amman, 12 October 2019, attended by the author.
89 Interview with lawyer who works in the church courts (Amman, 27 September 2016).
90 Interview with lawyer who wishes to remain anonymous (Amman, September 2016).
91 See Article 128, paragraph b, Jordanian Constitution.
92 See Article 32 of the 2014 law.
The 2014 law introduces a number of important changes. The state, for the first time, regulates who can be appointed a judge in a church court in Jordan, slightly limiting the autonomy of the patriarch who appoints the judges. Article 3 stipulates that judges have to meet a number of conditions: they must have Jordanian nationality or the nationality of another Arab country, and they need to be able to understand, read, and write Arabic. Furthermore, the first instance courts as well as the appeal courts must hold their sessions and issue their rulings in Arabic and in the name of the Jordanian king. These language requirements were issued in response to criticism from lawyers that the president of the Greek Orthodox court of first instance in Amman had in the past always been a “foreigner”—that is, a Greek with limited Arabic language skills.

The 2014 law also imposes educational requirements for judges. The judge has to hold at least a bachelor’s degree in law (shahada jami’yya al-‘ulā fi al-qānūn) or a bachelor’s degree in theology (lāhūt). In the past judges at the Greek Orthodox court often had no higher education at all. The Jordanian legislature clearly took as its starting point the educational requirements stipulated for sharia court judges. The law also stipulates that a judge on a first instance court has to have served either in the service of the church (fi khidmat al-kanasiyya) for at least five years, occupied a judicial position (manṣib qaḍā‘ī), or have worked as a lawyer or professor for a minimum of ten years. The law thereby opens the possibility for lay members of the community to serve as judges on a church court.

The 2014 law also prescribes the organization of the church courts, attempting to nationalize the church courts in the process. The 2014 law stipulates that the church courts must hold their sessions inside the kingdom. The 2014 law required that Christian communities establish an appeals court inside the kingdom (tashkil mahkamat isti‘nāf fi al-mamlaka) no later than six months after the law’s enactment. Subsequently, decisions taken by appeals courts outside the kingdom are considered invalid, and jurisdiction in cases of appeal is transferred to the regular courts. Until a community establishes a court of appeal as required, the regular courts of appeal will have jurisdiction in appellate matters. This is in stark contrast to the 1938 law, which had allowed Christian communities to use appeal courts outside of Jordan. As noted, prior to 2014 the court of appeal of the Greek Orthodox community had been based in Jerusalem, which meant that lawyers had to travel from Jordan to Jerusalem to present an appeal, which was costly and time consuming and in some instances impossible due to the Israeli occupation, as Jordanians of Palestinian origin cannot obtain visas easily. As a consequence of the 2014 law, appellate court judges from Jerusalem began to travel to Amman once a month to hold their sessions at the Greek Orthodox court of first instance.

The 2014 law stipulates that the church courts follow the civil procedures law with respect to notifications (tablighāt) the courts issue. The law also stipulates that the government will issue regulations (singular: niẓām) that lay out the procedures of the church courts and regulate the fees church courts can charge. These regulations, which have not been
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issued to date, would apply to all recognized Christian communities in Jordan. Roman Catholics have opposed the application of a unified procedural law as they, in contrast to the Greek Orthodox, have their own procedural law. One Roman Catholic church court judge explained: “We are fighting the attempt to issue one procedural law for all. We met with the Minister of Justice. We told them that if I have to decide whether to go against the king or against God, I choose to go against the king. We have a law that is issued by the Pope.”105 Lowering the fees the church courts charge also has been met with opposition from the churches who argue that the fees are appropriate as they are partly used to cover the salaries of the church court judges as well as their health insurance.106

The reform has thus achieved setting education and Arabic language standards for judges and nationalizing the appellate courts of Christian communities, all of which had been key demands from lawyers and members of the community. However, the scope of reform was limited by the constitution. Members of different churches have referred to Article 109 of the constitution, which they argue protects their normative autonomy and limits government interference.107 The laws of the respective communities allow the establishment of courts of appeal headed by a bishop in different countries. Therefore, the nationalization of the appellate courts was possible. However, with regard to the high courts, there is no flexibility. The Holy Synod in Jerusalem which, in the case of the Greek Orthodox, functions as the highest court, and the Apostolic Tribunal of the Roman Rota in Rome, the highest appellate court of the Roman Catholic Church, cannot be transplanted. The nationalization of the church courts therefore will remain incomplete, and the challenges that courts in different countries pose for the parties involved will remain in place.

**The Parliamentary Debate about the 2014 Law**

The legal committee (lajnat qanuniyya) of the lower house of parliament (majlis al-nuwwab) held four sessions to discuss the draft law in June 2014. These sessions were attended by “Christian religious men” (rijāl al-dīn al-Masīḥī) as well as Christian lawyers. The committee endorsed the draft law on 24 June 2014 and submitted it to the lower house of parliament for consideration. The lower house debated the draft of the 2014 law on 2 July 2014.108 An analysis of the sixty-eight page transcript makes it clear that members of parliament see the transnational dimension of the church courts as a violation of Jordanian sovereignty (siyāda Urdunniyya). Members of parliament argued in favor of nationalizing the church courts while at the same time emphasizing that the initiative to reform the church courts came from the Christian community itself and was not imposed from above. According to the president of the legal committee, the law addresses some of the problems that “our brothers from the Christian communities” (ikhwānūna min al-tawā’if al-Mashtiyya) face with respect to personal status matters.109

Members of parliament emphasized that court decisions need to be “Jordanian” and not taken outside the kingdom. The president of the committee regarded the setting of criteria for the appointment of church court judges as the most important amendment of the law, as previously some judges did not speak Arabic and were foreigners (singular: ajnabī). Having non-Jordanians act as church court judges in Jordan was seen as a violation of Jordanian sovereignty. Jamil al-Nimri, a Christian member of parliament, pushed back against this notion, emphasizing that before 1967 churches were unified in Syria, Palestine, Lebanon, and Jordan, that is, the Levant (Bilad al-Sham). Since many priests who serve in Jordan are from the West Bank or Lebanon, allowing church court judges to have the nationality of another Arab
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country was necessary. In the same vein, the Ministry of Interior also clarified that the churches have “their main centre” (markazā raʾīsī) outside of the kingdom, which makes it necessary to allow judges who hold the nationality of another Arab country to serve in Jordan. In sum, the debate demonstrates that Jordanian members of parliament saw elements of the transnational dimension of the church courts as violating Jordanian sovereignty. They aimed to Arabize and nationalize the courts, but they did so with an awareness that this was a sensitive issue that touched upon Christian and thereby minority rights. The debate also demonstrates that Muslim MPs have little knowledge about how the churches are organized. Although Christian MPs like Jamil al-Nimri were in favor of the 2014 reform because the reform cured some of the problems Christian communities were facing, they also were more aware of how the churches operate. For them enforcing Arabic language requirements and forcing the churches to hold their appeals court sessions inside the kingdom was a priority, but imposing Jordanian nationality on all church court judges was not, as church court judges frequently rotate within the Levant. Although the creation of states has weakened other concepts of belonging like Bilad al-Sham, these concepts remain relevant for the organization of churches and for how Christians think about their own belonging and organization.

Legal Advocacy and Feedback Effects of the 2014 Reform

The promulgation of the 2014 law invigorated calls for reform. However, legal advocacy in favor of reform of the church courts and the personal status laws applicable for Christians has been less organized and less forceful than campaigns calling for the reform of Islamic family law. There are several reasons for this. Ecclesiastical sovereignty, the “minority issue,” the church’s lack of established processes of reform and internal democracy, and objections to reform within the churches have all hampered advocacy efforts. Legal practitioners have never witnessed how the Byzantine Family Code was amended, and therefore they could not rely on existing practices and established processes. The family laws of Christian communities, in contrast to Islamic family law, never underwent a process of “profanization,” meaning that the sacred character of these laws was preserved because nobody in living memory has shown that they can be reformed. When Islamic family laws began to be reformed during the 1990s in some Middle Eastern countries—often for the first time since the codification of family law that had occurred after these countries became formally independent starting in the 1940s—many women’s groups stated that one of the biggest achievements was the reform of family law, because such reform uprooted the holiness that enveloped these texts and made them more like any other law. The Byzantine Family Code, by comparison, has never undergone a similar process in recent times.

The reform of the personal status laws of Christian communities has not been on the top of the agenda for official women’s groups, because these groups address their advocacy efforts toward the state. Since in this case the state is not the lawmaker, advocacy efforts have been modest. However, the Jordanian National Commission for Women (JNCW), a state institution, has issued reports calling for the reform of the personal status laws of Christian communities as well as the church courts. The JNCW was founded in 1992, the year Jordan ratified the Convention for the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination
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against Women (CEDAW). Several prominent members of the JNCW are Christian, which is one reason Christian grievances have been addressed by the JNCW. The late Asma Khader, for example, a prominent Christian lawyer and former secretary general of the JNCW, had been an outspoken critic of the personal status laws of Christian communities. The JNCW demanded that the personal status laws of Christians be amended and treated as national legislation, meaning that they should be issued by parliament and published in the Official Gazette of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan to guarantee easy access to whoever wants to consult them. Judgments issued by the church courts should be subject to appeal in front of the Jordanian Court of Cassation (Mahkamat al-Tamyiz).

Since the second half of 2018, the Amman chapter of the Young Women’s Christian Association (YWCA), a Christian organization established in the 1950s, has been turning its attention toward the reform of the church courts and the personal status laws of Christian communities. The YWCA has taken up this issue to raise awareness about the importance of family law reform within the community and to ensure that Christian women secure their full rights as citizens.

The YWCA has formed a coalition with the Initiative of Female Lawyers for Change (Mubadarat Muhamiyat nahwa al-Taghayyur), a subdivision of the lawyer’s syndicate, which was founded in December 2018 at the Jordanian judges’ club. This coalition is loosely supported by several prominent lawyers, such as Nizar Dayyat and Ya’qub al-Far, as well as reform-minded clergy like Bassam Shahatit. Members of the YWCA discussed whether their advocacy efforts should include Muslim women. They decided in favor of interreligious cooperation as this underlines their intention to speak as Jordanians and not primarily as Christians. The coalition has been met with opposition from some clergy. They fear that family law reform will encourage other reform efforts such as the issuance of an inheritance law for Christian communities. Such a law could introduce equal inheritance shares for men and women, which some clergy as well as lay Christians oppose.

The coalition has received support from Archbishop Christophoros Hanna Kamal Atallah, who was appointed in May 2018. Atallah is the first Arab Greek Orthodox archbishop in Amman and is the highest representative of the Greek Orthodox Church in Jordan. Previously, the archbishop had always been an ethnic Greek, and the relationship between the archbishop and the community had been tense. Atallah is a very popular figure in Jordan. His reform-mindedness regarding the organization of the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate has brought him in conflict with the patriarch in Jerusalem in the past. He has shown great interest in the reform of the church courts and the Byzantine Family Code and has demonstrated his willingness to listen to demands from within the community.
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His appointment has raised hopes that the church will move the reform initiatives forward. The Arabization of the seat of the archbishop in Amman may well have had an impact on the prospects of family law reform.

Despite the existing challenges, the advocacy work has already achieved several important goals regarding the structure of the Greek Orthodox court as well as reform of the Byzantine Family Law. In June 2020, the first female judge, as well as the first judges who are not priests but are trained in law and have previously served on a regular Jordanian court, have been appointed to the Greek Orthodox court of first instance and appeal in Jordan. The judges who sit on the Greek Orthodox court of appeal are all Jordanian and permanently based in Jordan. Christine Faddoul, the first female church court judge in Jordan, is a member of the Initiative of Female Lawyers for Change as well as the YWCA. The appointment of lay community members also was made possible by changes introduced by the 2014 law, as explained above.

Regarding the Byzantine Family Code, on 19 December 2018, the Greek Orthodox Patriarch in Jerusalem for the first time in the history of Jordan set up a commission to prepare amendments to the Byzantine Family Code. The committee consists of five members. Christine Faddoul, the only female member of the committee, explained that the committee did not meet with the patriarch in person. Archbishop Christophorus Atallah selected the members of the committee and proposed these names to Patriarch Theophilos III, who accepted the names and formally appointed the committee. The patriarch also has selected a scholar from Greece trained in canon law, who will discuss the draft law with the committee and give his input. According to members of the committee, the committee will submit the draft to the patriarch, who will issue the law after the Holy Synod has approved it. This process, once again, demonstrates the transnational dimension of the lawmaking process: a committee consisting of Jordanian lawyers is to elaborate a draft that will be issued in Jerusalem after an expert from Greece has given his input; the law will then be applied in all of the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem’s church courts in Palestine, Israel, and Jordan. At the time of writing in November 2021, the outcome of this process remains unclear.

Conclusion

State law pluralism creates conditions that make reforming the family laws of Christian communities challenging. It affects how reforms are carried out because in such a system jurisdiction and territory do not map onto one another. When people think about lawmaking, they commonly think about the state, but the jurisdiction of the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate transcends the boundaries of the Jordanian state. The Byzantine Family Code is a regional, not national, law that is applied in all countries that belong to the patriarchate: Jordan, Israel, and Palestine. Changes will therefore affect Greek Orthodox Christians in those three countries.

State law pluralism creates a situation in which religious minorities often face discrimination from their respective churches as well as the state. Christians aim to overcome discrimination within state law, but they also need the state to address discrimination they face within the church courts that continue to be operated by individual churches with little scrutiny. This creates a web of dependencies that needs to be carefully maneuvered. Adding to this, war and conflict in the region have made Christians further dependent on
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the ecclesiastical leadership of their churches as well as the Jordanian monarchy, as they see these institutions as guarantors of their own security.

Christian lawyers as well as women’s groups have long called on the state to intervene and to regulate the church courts more strongly. In 2014 the state responded to some of these demands by imposing new language, education, and organizational requirements on the church courts. The state did intervene, but it did so reluctantly. Also, it did not do everything that it could have done. It did not force Christian communities to publish their legislation in the *Official Gazette* or submit their laws to a parliamentary vote. It did not introduce concurrent jurisdiction, and judgments issued by the church courts cannot be appealed in front of the Jordanian high court. This reluctance must be interpreted against the backdrop of the history of state law pluralism as well as the political context.

The institutionalization of the church courts and the political organization of communal life along religious lines by the British mandate authorities meant that Christians were no longer just Arab citizens but a religious minority whose legal affairs were a sensitive issue because they ultimately touched upon their communal organization and hierarchies. Christian legal issues are not merely a Jordanian affair. Christians are Jordanian citizens by law, but they also are assumed to have preserved an invisible bond with Western states that are majoritarian Christian.129 Today, Jordan’s dependence on Western donors and the assumption that Christian affairs in Middle Eastern countries continue to be of (some) interest in Western countries make Jordan reluctant to intervene in Christian affairs, as such a move could be interpreted as restricting religious freedom. Christian Jordanians themselves have emphasized that they speak as Jordanians. They have been careful to portray their demands as national, not sectarian issues. The emphasis on Arabic language as a unifying factor in a multireligious society should be understood in this regard.

The question remains how representative the experience of reform in the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem is. The transnational dimension of the personal status laws of Christian communities certainly is an issue that is at play in all Middle Eastern jurisdictions in which Christians enjoy normative autonomy. This transnational organization of law makes advocacy efforts and reform processes more challenging. However, differences remain among communities as well as patriarchates. What seems to be different between the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem and, for example, the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Antioch is the degree of Arabization and the rootedness of the church within the local community. In 1893 the first Arab patriarch since the 16th century of the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Antioch was appointed and the patriarchate has been Arabized since then.130 The applicable family law within the patriarchate was last reformed in 2003, and the church is currently preparing several new amendments.131 Further research is necessary, but it seems that the church is more responsive when it is itself firmly rooted in the local community. The appointment of the first Arab Archbishop of Amman, Christophoros Hanna Kamal Atallah, in May 2018 has accelerated reform efforts. The Arabization of the seat of the bishop of Amman has thus made reform more likely. The outcome of this process remains unknown: the struggle for reform is ongoing.
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